
Considerations

regarding outcomes



Epidemiology:

The neglected half of  pharmacoepidemiology

Pharmacology:

The neglected half of  pharmacoepidemiology



Outcome / event

Mortality

Suicide attempts

High INR values

Stroke

AMI

Cancer

PCI / CABG

Initiation

Discontinuation

Switching



OUTCOME PROXY

Disease Diagnosis

Surgery Procedure

Treatment initiation Presc. fill

Biochemical change NPU-code



Validity?

Will this proxy classify those with the outcome as 

having the outcome? And those without the 

outcome as not having the outcome?



Is the proxy valid?

Myocardial infarction

= ICD10-code I21 ?

How to test this?



VS.





96 of  99 patient with (first) 

I21 code had an AMI.

Valid?



+ Disease ÷ Disease

+ Code True pos. False pos.

÷ Code False neg. True neg.



Positive predictive value (PPV):

Likelihood of  disease given registration

Negative predictive value (NPV):

Likelihood of  absence of  disease given no registration

Sensitivity (completeness):

Proportion of  those with disease having registration

Specificity:

Proportion of  thise with no disease having no registration

+ Disease ÷ Disease

+ Code True pos. False pos.

÷ Code False neg. True neg.



The perfect proxy!

Proxy always represent an outcome

(PPV = 100%)

An outcome will always trigger a proxy 

(Sensitivity = 100%)

NOTE: Validation often only adress PPV!



Cancer?

Those with outcome
Those with proxy

High PPV

High sens.



Obesity diagnosis?

Those with outcome
Those with proxy

High PPV

Low sens.



Gastroscopy as proxy for intestinal bleeding?

Those with outcome
Those with proxy

Low PPV

High sens.





PPV > Sensitivity

(Most important that the registered outcomes are in fact outcomes!)





Suboptimal validity…

Misclassification

What is the height difference 

between men and women?



Suboptimal validity…

Misclassification of  outcome status = information bias

Low PPV → 
Those without outcome classified with outcome

Low sensitivity → 
Those with outcome classified as not having outcome

As long as validity does not depend on exposure status, 
misclassification is non-differential and thus biases towards

unity (making the groups appear alike)!



How to increase validity?

Algorithms!

Validate!

Stick to codes with high PPV!

Restrict to incident outcomes, primary diagnoses, 
diagnoses from specialized departments!

Consider sensitivity analyses!



Requiring both diagnosis and prescription yielded PPV of  93%!



Algorithms

Excluding algorithms (increases PPV!)

Multiple requirements to count as outcome

e.g. DVT diagnosis AND later AC treatment

Inclusive algorithms (increases sensitivity!)

Multiple ways of  counting as outcome

e.g. diabetes diagnosis OR antidiabetic use



Involve a clinician!

(and beware of  pseudo-clinicians!)



Hallas et al. BMJ 2006







Considerations re validity

What is most important?

To identify all outcomes (high sensitivity)?

To make sure outcomes are correct (high PPV)?


